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Many moons ago we planned to indulge a three week vacation mostly 
to travel South and visit those we love, but as the days of Christmas 
ended, another stratagem surfaced.  What if our time off could be 
oriented around the beauty that tugs at our hearts!  We have already 
amended the actual departure date several times to satisfy our inner 
call for an unscheduled stretch.  Although staying with our original 
travel blueprint, the broader aspiration is to dream into our lives and 
allow our social junctures, the road to be our guides.  
 

 
With the New Year approaching, what better way to salute the 
changing of the guard than with a new moon in Capricorn this 



evening, called the Dream Catcher.  Cappie’s steadfast climbing 
unites with a host of astrological characters to dispense the lift-off 
energy needed to change directions.  How do we target which rocket 
it is that we use our precious fuel to fly? 
 
Last night at dinner with some newer friends, the tough outer skin of 
our quest peeled back just enough to clarify the New Year’s course 
towards community.  Although we travel to reinvigorate our 
connections to the larger wheel of life, those at home are what 
sustain us, day to day.  Like our Christmas Day neighborhood 
progressive appetizer extravaganza, or the WWOOFs who are called 
to community as much as gardening, or the friends who include us as 
family.  What if gathering to ease the load and creating a 
repository of support was our primary way of being?  If we 
embody our thread within the precious web of life this is the dream 
catcher. For community to transpire, I must join the filaments of my 
friends and the land into a braid that is inextricably bound into my 
everyday life while also connecting to larger circlet of the world.  The 
details are forming.... 
 

There is a community of the spirit.  Join it, and feel the delight…Sit 
down in the circle.    Rumi   

 


